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Abstract 

When the cytological smear method is used to check cervical lesions, the irregularity of the 

cells contour is essential for smear image interpretation and has the vital significance for 

research on computer aided diagnosis of cervical lesions. Aimed at measuring the regularity 

of cells outlines, based on the characteristic that the normal cell smears is generally circular, 

oval, convex polygon, we put forward a cell contour irregularity feature extraction and 

measurement method based on linear geometric heat flow curve evolution, in which the curve 

of cells outline is dealt with linear geometric heat flow curve evolution to totally convex (i.e. 

no curvature zero crossing) and compared with the original contour to extract indexes which 

can describe irregularity features of cell contour. Experimental results show that the method 

proposed in this paper can better describe the irregularity of cell contour and distinguish 

cells of different lesions. 

 
Keywords: Feature Extraction, Linear Geometric Heat Flow Curve Evolution, Cell Contour 

Irregularity 

 

1. Introduction 

In cervical cytological smear image, normal cells are round, oval or polygonal with 

contour- regular cytoplasm and nucleus, but the diseased cells usually have deformity 

cytoplasmic and nuclear contour and convex & concave boundary [1]. The pathological study 

shows that the Cell contour irregularity degree has a high correlation with lesions, so the 

extraction of cell contour irregular features has an important significance to realize the 

automation interpretation of cervical cytology smear image. 

The literature [2] used polygon approximation to represent the cell contour, and measured 

the parameters of polygonal approximation such as distortion points, end points, the mean 

curvature, curvature, mean edge length, edge variance to describe the irregular degree. 

However the cell shape is usually circular arc and few irregular linear boundaries, so the 

information loss about using the polygonal approximation to represent the contour shape is 

relatively large. The literature [3] used Gauss filtering method to smooth curves and 

determined the appropriate scale to measure irregularity with multiscale contour curvature 

model, which had computational complexity and large amount of calculation because there 

needed to track the extreme point of the curve in the smoothing process. The literature [4] 

measured the irregularity of profile by adding up the distance distribution of the focus of the 

closed contour curve to each point on the contour curve, which paid attention to the local 

http://www.zjut.edu.cn/xyw/EN/EN.htm
mailto:thisisatest@Tom.com
http://dict.baidu.com/s?wd=characteristic
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change curve but still tend to similar circular contour. The literature [5, 12] brought forward 

using local fractal dimension to measure the irregularity of profile curve, which obtained the 

multi-scale contour curve by using Gauss smoothing curve and computing  the local fractal 

dimension of the smoothed curve.  

Because the normal cell smears is generally circular, oval, convex polygon, we smooth 

contour by using linear geometric heat flow curve evolution until the profile is convex (i.e., 

no curvature zero crossing), and describe the Irregular  degree of cell contour with a series of 

metrics from the comparison of the cell contour after smoothing with the original cell outline. 

 

2. Linear Geometric Heat Flow Evolution of Cell Contour Curve 

In the cervical smears, the normal cells are round, oval, convex polygon, and the outline of 

the diseased cells usually has a concave significantly, showing irregular contour shape. Based 

on this, if we evolve the outline of normal and diseased cells to fully convexity evolution 

direction, the contour of pathological cell will have great changes as well as the contour of 

normal cells  will be in smaller changes, so we can obtain the irregular degree of  cell contour 

by calculating the varying size. 

The linear geometric heat flow evolution of the curve [6] is to evolve the curve according 

to the heat flow equation, and has the following properties: 

1) In the "limited time (iterations)", the curve will become fully convex, which means that 

there is no curvature zero crossing; 

2) Meet the invariance - rotation, translation, uniform scaling; 

3) The closure and connectivity of the curve would be unchanged; 

4) The centroid position of closed planar curve would be unchanged. 

Known from the properties above, the linear geometric heat flow evolution of the curve 

can smooth concave and keep the centroid position of the curve unchanged. Based on these 

properties, we apply the linear geometric heat flow evolution to measuring the irregularity of 

the contour, and give the simple computing process of the linear geometric heat flow 

evolution on the contour. 

Supposing that 0),(
0

ppC  is a closed cell contour sequence, the curve 
0

C  should be 

evolved according to the following partial differential equation: 

)()0,(,),(),(
),(

0
pCpCtptp

t

tpC





NTV 

                                     (1) 

where p  is a point on curve, t  is the time of evolution, vector V  is the speed of 

evolution, NT , are the tangent direction of curve and the unit vector on normal direction, 

 ,   are the tangential direction of curve and the speed on tangential direction, 
0

C  is the 

curve  before evolution. Because the change of curve shape is only in relation with the normal 

component   of speed V  and has nothing to do with tangential component  , at the 

moment of study on the geometric curve evolution problem, we only need to consider normal 

rate, and simplify the general way of curve evolution into: 

N




t
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                                                                                               (2) 
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If we take the two order derivative of curve as normal rate of curve evolution, that is to use 

Formula (3) to replace   in Formula (2) [6,9]to get the linear heat equation of curve, we 

obtain Formula (4). 
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                                                                                                                            (3) 
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                                                                                                                         (4) 

According to Formula (3), we can get the motion transmissibility of every point p  on 

curve in the direction
),( yx

. 

pptppt
yyxx  ,                                                                                                             (5) 

Where
t

x ,
t

y  are the increments of point ),( yx  at the time t . Known from this formula, if 

the curve has a large asperity at the point ),( yx , ),(
pppp

yx  would be relatively large, which 

means the evolution speed of
t

x ,
t

y  would be relatively large; on the contrary, if the point 

),( yx  is smooth, the evolution speed would be relatively slow. Especially if the point ),( yx  

is the point of inflexion on a curve, ),(
pppp

yx  would be 0, and the curve would not move. 

The curvature of a curve on the plane can indicate the bending degree of curve, and the 

curvature value of a point on the curve C  is equal to the reciprocal of radius of the osculating 

circle of this point. The curvature ),( tp  of points at any moment t  of evolution curve 

could be calculated by Formula (6). 
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                                                            (6) 

where ),(),,( tpytpx
pp

 is the first order partial derivative of the point ),( yx  of curve at 

the moment t , and ),(),,( tpytpx
pppp

 is the second order partial derivative of the point 

),( yx  of curve at the moment t . 

The linear heat equation of curve (4) is a linear partial differential method (PDE), which 

can be solved by use of the Fourier transform method [9]. The solution of the linear heat 

equation of curve is: 

),()(),(,),()(),(
00

tpgpytpytpgpxtpx 
                                                   (7) 

Where ),( tpg  is a Gaussian function, and its Gauss standard deviation  is equal to 

t2 . 

The figure 1 shows an instance of cell contour evolution. 
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a) original image                  (b) original contour                     (c) 2nd iteration   

                                                                  

       ( (d)16th iteration                       (e) 128th iteration                    (f) iteration process 

Figure 1. Instance of Cell Contour Evolution 

Seen from the Figure 1, going on with the evolution, the outline of cell becomes more and 

more irregular and smooth. After the 128th iteration, the contour of cell is fully convexity. 

Also seen from the Figure 1 (f), going on with the evolution, the outline of cell is also in 

constant contraction. If let the evolution proceeding, the contour would be a circular (then a 

point) at final. 

 

3. Contour Amplification 

Just as the analysis above, the contour of pathological cells is usually not smooth and 

irregular, but we can use linear geometric heat flow evolution to smooth curve. By comparing 

the contour after linear geometric heat flow evolution with the shape of the original cell, we 

can get the depression degree of the cell outline which reflects the irregular degree. Because 

contour evolution would lead to a contraction (reference the diagram (f) of Figure 1), there is 

no way to compare directly the contour after linear geometric heat flow evolution with the 

shape of the original cell. The solution is to enlarge firstly the contour after evolution to the 

size of the original cell (that is the same area) and then to compare these two shapes. Because 

the contour is irregular which makes the calculating of the amplification ratio very difficult, 

we take the radius ratio of the equivalent area circle as amplification ratio. 

Defining the original contour )},),..(,(),,{(
2211 LL

yxyxyxC  , L  is the length of 

contour, the contour after evolution is )},),..(,(),,{(
'''
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yxyxyxC  , the surrounding 

area of 
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, CC  are 
'
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AA , and the amplification ratio is: 
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The amplification contour
'

C need to ensure that the centroid of contour after evolution 
'

a
C  

is same with the centroid of 
'

C . Defining the centroid of 
'

C to be ),(
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yx  and the amplified 

coordinate of the point ),(
''

yx  on 
'

C  to be ),(
''
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yx , the computing process of ),(
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aa
yx  is as 

follows: 
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Where tan()a arctan is function and sin()cos(), are cosine and sine function. 

 

4. Calculation of Irregular Contour Degree 

The cell outline would evolve from concave and convex to fully convexity, and this 

process is called changing the cell outline from irregularity to regularity. The cell outline of 

fully convexity is called regular outline which means there is no curvature zero crossing 

point. By comparing the original outline of cells with the regular outline, we can get the 

following index to measure irregularity. 

 

4.1. The Total Area Ratio of Non-Overlapping Regions 

The area of non-overlapping regions is defined to be the area of non-overlapping regions 

between the area surrounded by regular contour and the area surrounded by original contour 

(i.e., cytoplasm or nucleus area). The total area ratio of non-overlapping regions is defined to 

be the ratio of the total area of non-overlapping regions and the area surrounded by original 

contour. The area of non-overlapping regions is shown as Figure 2. 

 

                                                      
(c) Regular Contour        (d) Regular Regions       (a) Original Contour    

                                                 
 (b) Original Regions   (e) Overlapping Comparison   (d) Non-overlapping Regions 

Figure 2. Non-overlapping Region 

The calculation process of the total area of non-overlapping regions is shown as Formula 

(14). 
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where 
snol

A


 is the total area of non-overlapping regions, ()area  is the function to 

compute area, c


 is the area surrounded by original contour, r
  is the area surrounded by 

regular contour, and   is XOR operator. 

The calculation formula of the total area ratio of non-overlapping regions ( snol
r

) is as 

follows: 

100

c

snol

A

A
r

snol





                                                                                                           (15) 

Where 
c

A


 is the area surrounded by original contour, 
snol

A


 is the area surrounded by 

regular contour. Larger
snol

r , the bigger difference between regular contour and original 

contour, more irregular about the original contour. 

According to the analysis above, the calculation method about the total area of non-

overlapping regions is shown as follows: 

 
Algorithm: Calculation about the total area of non-overlapping regions 

Input: original contour )},),..(,(),,{(
2211 LL

yxyxyxC  where L  is the 

length of contour 

Output: the total area of non-overlapping regions 

① Calculating the area surrounded by original contour  
c

A


 

② if the number of current evolution t  < the maximum number of allowed 

evolution tMax  

③    Calculating the evolution contour according to Formula (7) 

④       )})(,)(),..()(,)((),)(,)({(
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⑤   Enlarging the evolution contour according to Formula (9) t o (13) 
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⑦  Calculating the curvature of each point
),( tp

 of contour 

'

at
C

 

according to Formula (6) 

⑧    if all the curvature of points ),( tp >0, to execute step ⑧ 

⑨    else to execute step ② 

⑩ Calculating
snol

A  according to Formula (14) 

○11   Calculating the total area of non-overlapping regions snol
r

 according to 

Formula (15)  

○12  End 

The total area of non-overlapping regions 
snol

r  has three fold invariance: rotation, 

translation, uniform scaling. 

 

4.2. The Average Area of non-overlapping Regions 

Parts of cell outline with big bump have great non-overlapping regions, and bigger the 

bump, larger non-overlapping regions, just as Figure 3 shown. In Figure 3, the contour in 

Figure (a) has the bigger bump as well as the contour in Figure (c) has the smaller bump, and 
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the single non-overlapping region in Figure (b) is obviously larger than Figure (d) by 

comparing Figure (b) with Figure (d). Therefore we put forward the average area of non-

overlapping regions to measure this feature. 

                                                  

(a)                                         (b)                                         (c)                                           (d) 

Figure 3. The Relationship between Irregularity and a Single Non-Overlapping 
Area 

The average area of non-overlapping regions (
anol

r ) is defined to be the ratio between the 

average values of all non-overlapping regions and the area surrounded by original contour. In 

order to improve the robust of features, we should ignore some small area during the 

calculating process. The non-overlapping region is defined as: 
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Where ()area the function to calculate area is, 


T  is the minimum area threshold, 
T

N  is 

the number of non-overlapping regions which are larger than


T . 


T  Is usually set as 

0.01~0.05 times about the total area of non-overlapping regions and the average area ratio of 

non-overlapping regions are insensitive with


T . 

The calculation formula of the average area ratio of non-overlapping regions (
anol

r ) is as 

follows: 

100

c
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A

A
r
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                                                                                                            (18) 

The bigger
anol

r , the bigger bump, the more irregular original contour, the more obvious 

deformity of original contour. 

 

5.  Experiment and Analysis 

In order to validate the validity of cell contour irregularity feature extraction method based 

on linear geometric heat flow curve evolution, we designed three experiments. 

 

5.1. Experiment 1: to Compare with Human Cognition 

To validate the consistency between the method in this paper with human cognition, this 

experiment selected ten cell images from cervical cell image data set in Herlev [10] to 

calculate the irregular degree of its cell nucleus contour, and the results are shown in the 

Table 1. 
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Table 1. Irregular Cell Contour Experiment 

serial 

number 

image Nuclear 

contour snol
r  

anol
r   serial 

number 

image Nuclear 

contour snol
r  

anol
r  

C10 

  

9.481 1.032  C01 

  

5.748 0.384 

C05 

  

8.882 1.238  C04 

  

3.546 0.280 

C08 

  

7.996 0.884  C03 

  

3.003 0.326 

C02 

  

6.600 0.600   C09 

  

1.861 0.075 

C06 

  

6.292 0.543  C07 

  

1.631 0.066 

 

The Table 1 showed the computing result about the irregular degree of nuclear contours 

sorted by 
snol

r  from small to large. Known from the table, the value of 
snol

r of nuclear contour 

of the cell C10 is biggest as well as the value of 
snol

r  about C08 is smallest, which was got by 

the most regular nuclear contour of the cell C07 as well as the most irregular nuclear contour 

of the cell C08. 

Seen from the experiment results, the metrics method about irregularity in this paper is 

consistent with human cognition. What needs to specially explain is the cell C08. Although 

the general form of cells is round which means its compactness is high (the high compactness 

expresses it regular), 
snol

r is also rather high due to obvious concave. This makes clear that the 

measuring result of irregularity by using our method do not incline to the circular outline. 

 

5.2. Experiment 2: the Scatter Analysis Between 
snol

r  and 
anol

r  

This experiment respectively selected 90 cell images and 120 cell images from the class 

“carcinoma_in_situ” and the class “light_dysplastic” in the cervical cell image data set in 

Herlev [10], and randomly divided them into A, B, C three groups in which the numbers of 

images about carcinoma_in_situ and the images about light_dysplastic are respectively 30 

and 40. In this experiment, we calculated snol
r

 and anol
r

 by using the algorithm given in this 

paper, and draw the scatter diagram by taking snol
r

 as x-axis and anol
r

as y-axis whose results 

are shown in Figure 4. 
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(1) Group A                                      (2) Group B                                  (3) Group C 

Figure 4. Scatter Diagram of 
snol

r  and 
anol

r  

Seen from Figure 4, the irregular degree of cell outline of cancer lesion images and mild 

atypical hyperplasia has a significant aggregation.  

The Table 2 showed the average values of each group of 
snol

r  and 
anol

r . 

Table 2. Average Values of 
snol

r  and 
anol

r  

 carcinoma_in_situ 
anols

r  light_dysplastic 
snols

r  

A 0.931 0.243 

B 0.923 0.232 

C 0.841 0.244 

 carcinoma_in_situ 
snols

r  light_dysplastic 
snols

r  

A 8.074 3.612 

B 7.941 3.791 

C 7.996 3.695 

 

Seen from the Table 2, the average values of irregular degree 
snol

r  & 
anol

r of cell contour in 

cancer lesion images are larger than the average values of irregular degree snol
r

 & anol
r

of cell 

contour in mild dysplasia images, which would be In line with “more serious the severity of 

cells, more obvious the deformation of  cell morphology” in pathology interpretation 

standards of cervical cytology. Also seen from the Table 2, the average values of class 

“carcinoma_in_situ” & class “light_dysplastic” among three groups insides each class have 

high consistency as well as have obvious difference between classes. 

 

5.3. Experiment 3: to Analyze the Ability of Classification 

Extracting the irregular degree of cell contour is to realize computer aided interpretation of 

cervical smear, which makes the classification ability of the irregular degree very important. 

This experiment used the same data sets with the experiment 2, and took the group A as the 

sample of the classification learning as well as the group B & C as the test samples. This 

experiment used k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [11] to classify cell images, and took irregularity 

extraction methods in the reference [4] & reference [12] as our comparison algorithm whose 

results were shown in the Table 3. 

Table 3. Classification Accuracy 

  Method anol
r

 snol
r

 
Reference[4] 

Reference 

[12] 

Group B 92.86 89.9 83.72 86.15 

Group C 94.29 88.58 80.29 87.86 
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Seen from the Table 3, the metrics values of irregularity about classification accuracy in 

this paper was better than those in the reference [4] & reference [12]. The classification 

ability of anol
r

 was slightly stronger than that of snol
r

, which was because the larger concavo 

convex region of the cell outline would influence the regularity of cell contour and the index 

anol
r

 excludes effects of small convex region to show better classification ability. 

 

6. Conclusion 

In order to measure the irregularity of cells contour, we have put forward a cell contour 

irregularity feature extraction and measurement method based on linear geometric heat flow 

curve evolution. This paper firstly introduced the heat flow curve of linear geometric 

evolution method of cell contour, and then gave two irregular metric index: the total area ratio 

of non-overlapping area (
snol

r ) and the average area ratio of non-overlapping area ratio (
anol

r ) 

by comparing the contour after the evolution and the original contour, and finally designed 

three experiments to prove the effectiveness of the proposed irregular measure method. The 

experimental results showed that the measuring results of the proposed irregular measure 

method are basically consistent with human cognition, and the classification ability of 

proposed metrics is relatively better than the existing irregularity measurement methods. 

In the future work, we would apply the extracted irregularity of cell contour in the 

computer aided interpretation of cervical smear and make a further optimization on the 

classification ability and robustness of Feature extraction algorithm in this paper. 
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